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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a ShafePoint Server 2013 server farm that has Excel
Web Services deployed.
A user has a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that uses a
dynamic-link library (DLL) to perform custom calculations.
The user plans to upload the spreadsheet to the farm.
You need to ensure that when the spreadsheet is rendered by
Excel Web Services, the custom calculations are
performed.
What should you add?
A. A user-defined function assembly
B. A new trust relationship
C. A trusted data provider

D. The DLL to the global assembly cache
Answer: D
Explanation:
Excel Services User-Defined Functions (UDFs)
Strong Name Dependencies
In some cases, a user-defined function (UDF) assembly depends
on other assemblies that are deployed with it. These
dependent DLLs load successfully if they are in the global
assembly cache, or if they are located in the same folder as
the UDF assembly.
Reference: Excel Services Best Practices

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
During a short power disruption to cluster 2, director-2-1-A
failed. Power was restored after 5 minutes. In examining the
output of the vault status command, you note that cluster-2's
status reads "Cluster is not vaulting/unvaulting".
Why did this message appear?
A. The power disruption did not affect all "A" directors.
B. The power disruption affected a single director only.
C. There was no power disruption at cluster-1
D. The vaulting process runs on cluster-1
Answer: B
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